‘The Inheritance’ Review: Poetry, Visualized

In this feature, a Black collective becomes a site of robust intellectual exchange, inspired artistry, joy and humor.

From left, Chris Jarrell, Nozipho McLean and Eric Lockley in “The Inheritance.”
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“The Inheritance,” Ephraim Asili’s debut feature film, beautifully abandons genre to consider questions about community, art and Black liberation.

The experimental film opens with the story of Julian (Eric Lockley), a young Black man who has recently inherited his grandmother’s house in West Philadelphia. Inspired by his partner, Gwen (Nozipho McLean), Julian turns the house into a collective, and it quickly becomes a site of robust intellectual exchange, inspired artistry, joy and humor. Interspersed within these scripted moments is archival footage that looks at the legacy of MOVE, a Black liberation group whose West Philadelphia row home was bombed in 1985 by the Philadelphia police. The attack destroyed 61 homes and killed 11 people. Also included are meditations on Black art, shown through still shots, from the album cover of a recording of “The Autobiography of Frederick Douglass,” as read by Ossie Davis, to a photo of Gwendolyn Brooks.
“The Inheritance” feels like poetry visualized. Asili remixes Jean-Luc Godard’s style in the 1967 film “La Chinoise” to examine how people form or expand the scope of their own politics and the realities of shared responsibility and communal living. This investigation relies on the surprising ways the film connects the past and the present: Clips of the history-making politician Shirley Chisholm follow a scene in which a character staples a photograph of Chisholm to a wall in the house, and current members of MOVE make appearances at the fictional collective’s meetings to share their testimonies. And although viewers shouldn’t expect easy resolutions, they should anticipate more than one viewing of Asili’s striking film.

**The Inheritance**
Not rated. Running time: 1 hour 40 minutes. [Watch through virtual cinemas](https://www.nytimes.com/culture/review/the-inheritance.html).

**Director** Ephraim Asili
**Writer** Ephraim Asili
**Stars** Aundre Akerm, Shirley Chisholm, Chris Jarell, Michael A. Lake, Eric Lockley
**Running Time** 1h 40m
**Genre** Drama
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**What Should You Watch Next?**

Not sure what to stream anymore? We can help you sort through the options.

- Movies upon movies await on streaming services. Here are the [50 best movies on Netflix](https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/11/movies/50-best-movies-on-netflix.html) and the [best movies on Amazon Prime](https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/12/movies/best-movies-amazon-prime.html).
- Do you feel as though you’ve already watched everything? Here’s what’s [new to Netflix](https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/11/movies/new-to-netflix.html) and [new to Amazon](https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/11/movies/new-to-amazon.html), HBO Max, Hulu and more this month.
- If you want to go deeper, check out these [under-the-radar streaming suggestions](https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/11/movies/under-the-radar-reviews.html).